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Abstract. Magnetic disturbances in the Earth’s magneto-
sphere can be very different depending on the type of so-
lar wind driver. We have determined the solar wind causes
for intense magnetic storms (Dst<−100 nT) over a 6-year
period from the beginning of 1997 to the end of 2002, us-
ing observations by the WIND and ACE spacecraft. We have
taken into consideration whether the storm was caused by the
sheath region or by the following interplanetary coronal mass
ejection (ICME). We also divided ICMEs into those having a
magnetic cloud structure and those without such a structure.
We found that post-shock streams and sheath regions caused
the largest fraction of intense magnetic storms. We present
four periods of magnetospheric activity in more detail. One
of the events was caused by a magnetic cloud (10–11 Au-
gust 2000) and the rest (13–14 July 2000, 8–9 June 2000 and
17–18 April 2001) by sheath regions and post-shock streams.
We have used several magnetic indices to monitor the low-
and high-latitude magnetospheric response to these different
solar wind structures. Two of the events are interesting ex-
amples where at first strong high-latitude activity took place
and the low-latitude response followed several hours later.
These events demonstrate that low- and high-latitude activ-
ity do not always occur concurrently and the level of activity
may be very different. According to the examples shown the
evolution of the pressure-correctedDst index was more dif-
ficult to model for a sheath region or a post-shock stream
driven storm than for a storm caused by a magnetic cloud.

1 Introduction

One of the main challenges in space weather is to predict
the magnetospheric response from the solar wind conditions
upstream of the Earth. The main causes of magnetic activ-
ity at the Earth are interplanetary manifestations of coronal
mass ejections (CMEs), particularly a subset called magnetic
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clouds (Burlaga et al., 1981), post-shock streams and fast so-
lar wind streams (Tsurutani et al., 1988; Gosling et al., 1991;
Richardson et al., 2001). Magnetospheric activity is often
generated by southward interplanetary magnetic fields (IMF)
in a region of piled-up solar wind plasma in front of the CME
ejecta called the sheath region (Tsurutani et al., 1988). In the
sheath region solar wind plasma is heated and compressed,
and the draping of the IMF ahead of the CME ejecta can
cause intense southwardBz events. A shock is a larger scale
structure than the CME ejecta driving it. Thus, in many cases
spacecraft upstream of the Earth observe only a shock fol-
lowed by a disturbed solar wind flow (i.e. post-shock stream)
but the CME ejecta itself is missed. Practically all interplan-
etary shocks observed at 1 AU have been demonstrated to be
driven by CMEs (Sheeley et al., 1985), whereas the corotat-
ing interaction regions develop shocks mainly at larger dis-
tances from the Sun. It can make a big difference which type
of solar wind structure causes the storm. Magnetic clouds
have smoothly changing magnetic field direction and typi-
cally low dynamic pressure (a few nPa), whereas a rapidly
fluctuating magnetic field direction and high dynamic pres-
sure (up to several tens of nPa) are characteristic for sheath
regions and post-shock streams. These different solar wind
conditions put the magnetosphere under very different driv-
ing. Huttunen et al. (2002a) showed that sheath regions and
post-shock streams generated moreKp activity and magnetic
clouds enhanced moreDst . This suggests that the magneto-
spheric current systems have different responses during dif-
ferent types of solar wind drivers.

In this paper we examine the drivers of intense magnetic
storms (Dst<−100 nT) that occurred during the period from
1997 to 2002, i.e. during the rising, maximum and early de-
clining phases of solar cycle 23. We focus on comparing
storms caused by post-shock streams and sheath regions to
storms caused by magnetic clouds, because solar wind con-
ditions during these structures are most distinctly different.
We investigate four cases in more detail to see the differ-
ences in the magnetospheric response driven by different so-
lar wind structures. We have used several magnetic indices,
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described briefly in Sect. 2.1, to monitor the low- and high-
latitude magnetospheric response. In Sect. 2.2 we discuss the
definition of a magnetic storm based on different activity in-
dices. We have applied twoDst models that are described in
Sect. 2.3 to predict the time evolution ofDst for four example
events presented in Sect. 3.2. The purpose of this paper is to
show that sheath regions and post-shock streams are efficient
drivers of intenseDst storms and we demonstrate that, on the
other hand, these structures sometimes generate intense and
relatively long lasting high-latitude activity thoughDst and
SYMH do not decrease concurrently.

2 Analysis procedure

2.1 Description of magnetic indices

The level of magnetic activity is continuously monitored by
various magnetic indices calculated from the measurements
of different sets of magnetometer observatories distributed
around the Earth (Mayaud, 1980). TheDst index is calcu-
lated every hour from perturbations of the horizontal com-
ponent (H ) of the geomagnetic field using measurements
of four low-latitude magnetometer stations. Physically,Dst

aims to measure the strength of the symmetrical equatorial
ring current, but it is contaminated by other current systems
(e.g. magnetopause current, tail current, field-aligned cur-
rents). In this study final values ofDst were available for
1997–2001 and provisional values were used for the year
2002.

The SYMH index (Iyemori, 1990; Iyemori and Rao,
1996) is essentially the same as theDst index, but has a
higher time resolution (1 min) and is calculated from a partly
different set of six stations.SYMH is obtained by averaging
the disturbance component at each minute for the selected
6 stations.ASYH is an asymmetric disturbance component
in the SYMH index. The longitudinally symmetric com-
ponent is subtracted from the disturbance field for each sta-
tion. ASYH is obtained as the range between the maximum
and minimum deviations.Dst , SYMH andASYH monitor
mainly low-latitude activity (i.e. evolution of the ring cur-
rent), although 1-minSYMH andASYH are more sensitive
to the substorm related activity (e.g. tail current disruption at
the substorm onset).

The AE index is derived as 1-min values from geomag-
netic variations in theH component using a chain of 10–13
magnetometer stations distributed under the Northern Hemi-
sphere auroral zone.AE measures the strength of the auro-
ral electrojets and thus represents the substorm activity well.
When the overall level of magnetic activity is high, the con-
fidence ofAE is reduced as the auroral oval moves equato-
ward. However, for all presented events in Figs. 2–5,AE

should give a good estimate during the whole storm period.
Kp is a range index obtained from 13 subauroral stations.

First, the local disturbance levels at each stations are de-
termined by taking the largest excursion in the horizontal
components during a 3-h time interval. The range is con-

verted into a localK-index using the station specific quasi-
logarithmic scale. The effects of annual and daily variations
are eliminated by applying conversion tables. This deter-
mines the standardizedK index,Ks , for each station that is
expressed in the range 0–9 in steps of one unit. A 3-h global
geomagnetic index,Kp, is obtained as an average ofKs val-
ues. Variations inKp are difficult to interpret physically
since depending on the level of magnetic activity, theKp

stations are under the influence of different magnetospheric
current systems. Thus,Kp is more sensitive to high-latitude
activity thanDst . All magnetic indices described above are
available at the World Data Center for Geomagnetism, Ky-
oto.

2.2 Definition of a storm

We briefly discuss the definition of a magnetic storm in
the context of the indices used in this study. Generally, a
magnetic storm is understood as an increase in particle en-
ergy densities encircling in the equatorial ring current, which
causes a global depression of the low-latitude H component
of the Earth’s geomagnetic field lasting several hours (e.g.
Kamide et al., 1997). The strength of a magnetic storm
is usually defined by the minimumDst . The Dst value
−50 nT is often used as a threshold for a moderate storm, and
−100 nT as a threshold for an intense storm (e.g. Gonzalez et
al., 1994). However, it has become clear thatDst measures
more than just the symmetric ring current. It has been doc-
umented both observationally and in theoretical models (e.g.
Greenspan and Hamilton, 2000; Liemohn et al., 2001) that in
the storm main and early recovery phases, the ring current is
highly asymmetric. Up to 90% of the magnetic field depres-
sion during a storm can be due to ions in open trajectories
(Liemohn et al., 2001), i.e. they drift around the Earth on the
dusk side and disappear on the dayside magnetosphere. Also,
other current systems, especially the tail current, may have
a significant contribution toDst (Ganushkina et al., 2003;
Turner et al., 2000; McPherron, 1997). Thus, it should be
pointed out that when we talk about the ability of different
solar wind structures to generate intenseDst storms, it is not
exactly consistent with their ability to increase the amount
and energy of particles encircling in a ring current. The rel-
ative contribution from different current systems may be dif-
ferent in storms caused by different solar wind structures.

The Kp index is also widely used as a storm indicator,
though it is more difficult to interpret physically and may
have a significant contribution from high-latitude auroral cur-
rents. According to Tsurutani et al. (1997), magnetic activity
is defined as moderate ifKp is 5 or larger, and intense ifKp

exceeds 6. Gosling et al. (1991) and Richardson et al. (2001)
defined a large storm to have 7−≤Kpmax≤7+ andKp≥6−

for at least three 3-h intervals during a 24-h period. In this
work we investigate both low- and high-latitude magnetic ac-
tivity. In Sect. 3 we show two examples where a sheath re-
gion generated high levelAE andKp activity, butDst and
SYMH indices were not depressed to storm-time values at
the same time.
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2.3 Dst models

To predict the evolution ofDst using solar wind parameters
as input we have used two modelling schemes developed by
O’Brien and McPherron (2000a) (M1) and by Fenrich and
Luhmann (1998) (M2). Both of them have a clear physical
content and they are easy to use. The M1 model is adjusted
to storms withDst>−150 nT and have been proved to es-
tablish well theDst changes during several storm periods
(O’Brien and McPherron, 2000b). The pressure-corrected
Dst (D∗

st ) is calculated by removing the effect of the mag-
netopause Chapman-Ferraro currents using the formula by
Burton et al. (1975):

D∗
st = Dst − b

√
Pdyn + c. (1)

For constants a and b, we have used values
b=7.26 ntT(nPa)1/2 and c=11 nT derived by O’Brien
and McPherron (2000a). The evolution ofD∗

st is covered by
the Burton et al. (1975) formula:

d(D∗
st )

dt
= Q(E) −

D∗
st

τ
, (2)

whereQ(E) is a ring current injection function andτ is a
ring current decay parameter. ForQ(E) the M1 model uses
a linear function of solar windEy=V BS similar to Burton et
al. (1975) with slightly modified coefficients:

Q(E) =

{
0 Ec < 0.49 mV/m
−4.4 × (Ey − Ec) Ec >0.49 mV/m.

(3)

The injection term in the M2 model depends on the solar
wind dynamic pressure:

Q(E) = −4.3(Pdyn)
1/3(Ey − 0.5). (4)

The coefficient−4.3 is chosen so thatQ(E) is consistent
with the Burton et al. (1975) value whenPdyn is 2 nPa. Thus,
a Pdyn larger than 2 nPa increases the ring current injection.
For the M1 model the ring current decay parameter (τ ) varies
as a function ofV BS :

τ(hours) = 2.4e9.74/(4.69+V BS ). (5)

In the M2 modelτ has a constant value 7.7 h whenEy is less
than 4 mV/m and 3, or 5 h (the value that gives the best fit is
chosen) is used otherwise.

3 Events

3.1 Drivers of intense magnetospheric storms

We investigated the solar wind causes of intense
(Dst<−100 nT) magnetic storms during the 6-year in-
terval (1997–2002). In total, 56 intense magnetic storms
occurred and in 53 cases we could identify the solar wind
driver. We decided not to use the pressure correctedDst as it
is not statistically important whether the pressure corrected

|Dst| > 100 nT |Dst| > 150 nT |Dst| > 200 nT
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Fig. 1. Bars show the drivers of magnetic storms for three different
level of theDst depression. The numbers above each bar present
the total number of storms in that category.

values are used or not for the peakDst . If the pressure
corrected values would have been used, the importance
of post-shock streams and sheath regions as storm drivers
would have slightly increased, as these structures are
associated with high dynamic pressure and thus have a large
pressure correction. A solar wind driver of a storm was de-
fined as the feature during which theDst index reached 85%
of its minimum for this particular storm. Figure 1 shows the
drivers of magnetic storms for three different limits of the
maximum |Dst |: 100 nT, 150 nT, and 200 nT. We classified
the drivers of storms in the following categories: post-shock
stream or sheath region (shock/sheath), magnetic cloud
(MC), CME ejecta without the magnetic cloud structure
(ejecta) and solar wind causes not associated with shocks or
CME ejecta (other). We identified solar wind drivers from
ACE or WIND magnetic field and solar wind measurements.
Magnetic clouds were identified using the definition by
Burlaga et al. (1981). Note that the categories “MC” and
“ejecta” also include a few cases where sheath region fields
preceding the magnetic cloud contributed significantly (but
less than 85% of theDst minimum) to theDst depression.

The first bar in Fig. 1 shows the storms for which the max-
imum |Dst | was>100 nT. Sixteen of 53 storms (30%) had
a main contribution from southward magnetic cloud fields.
The largest fraction of storms, 24 (45%, was caused by a
post-shock stream or by a sheath region. In the next bar the
limit of |Dst | has been increased to 150 nT, and the num-
ber of magnetic storms is reduced to 19. The relative contri-
butions from shocks and sheath regions is now larger; they
caused 12 (60%) storms, whereas the relative contribution of
magnetic clouds decreased. Magnetic clouds caused only 5
storms (20%). And finally, the last panel shows drivers for 11
magnetic storms that had the maximum|Dst |>200 nT. Post-
shock streams or sheath regions caused 7 of these storms, and
magnetic clouds caused only 2 or 3 storms. The driver of the
biggest storm of solar cycle 23 (31 March 2001) is unclear.
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Four of the storms caused by sheath region fields were pre-
ceded by a sequence of multiple fast CMEs observed by the
LASCO instrument on board SOHO. The sheath region for
these cases probably contained piled-up material from the
preceding CME(s). The more detailed study of these major
magnetic storms (Dst<−200 nT) is given in Huttunen et al.
(2002b). The solar wind driver and magnetospheric conse-
quences of the strong storm on 6–7 April 2000 are described
in detail in Huttunen et al. (2002c).

3.2 Events

Four periods of solar wind data and magnetospheric indices
are presented in Figs. 2–5. Solar wind data is obtained
from the ACE satellite located near the L1 point, more than
200RE from the Earth. All solar wind data have been shifted
from ACE to the magnetopause. The data before the shock
have been shifted by the approximate downstream solar wind
speed and the data after the shock by the approximate up-
stream solar wind speed. The overlapping data points were
omitted as physically they were hidden inside the shock
structure. Figures 2–5 are in the same format, showing from
top to bottom: solar windBz component in the GSM coordi-
nate system (a) and solar wind speed (b). Together with the
solar wind dynamic pressure (blue line) (c) the subsolar mag-
netopause location (green line) is given from the empirical
model by Shue et al. (1998) that estimates the magnetopause
location as a function of IMFBZ and the solar wind dynamic
pressure. The dashed line marks the geostationary orbit. The
energy input to the magnetosphere is estimated by the ep-
silon parameter (ε=107V B2l2o sin4(θ/2), using SI-units and
lo=7RE) (d). The last four panels show magnetic indices:
Dst (solid black line), pressure correctedDst (dashed blue
line) and the modelledD∗

st indices: The prediction from the
M1 model is shown by open red circles and from the M2
model by filled green circles (e);SYMH (blue dashed line),
pressure correctedSYMH (red dashed line) and negative
ASYH (black solid line) (f);Kp (g) and finally,AE andAL

indices (h).

3.2.1 10–11 August 2000 (AUG2000)

Figure 2 shows an example of an intense magnetic storm
driven by a slow speed magnetic cloud that was observed
by ACE on 10–11 August 2000. There was a small shock
at ACE at 04:07 UT on 10 August. The magnetic cloud
started at∼19:00 UT on 10 August, identified from a drop in
plasma beta (not shown) and the start of slow the magnetic
field change. TheBz minimum was−14 nT at the leading
edge, from which the southward component rather smoothly
decreased during the passage of the cloud. Dynamic pressure
was only a few nPa. As a consequence, the subsolar magne-
topause was not significantly compressed from the quiet-time
position (∼11RE).

The energy injection to the magnetosphere was steady,
∼1.7×1012 W for about 5 h and afterwards began to weaken
slowly. D∗

st started to decrease after the magnetic cloud ar-

rival and reached the minimum of−102 nT (Dst :−106 nT)
on 11 August 2000 at 07:00 UT. From Fig. 2f it is seen that
the symmetric part ofH was larger than the asymmetric part
during the whole storm period.Kp had storm-time values
(≥5) for 12 h with a maximum value of 6 on 11 August,
00:00–06:00 UT. Thus, this was not a large storm accord-
ing to the Gosling et al. (1991)Kp-criteria. TheAE index
shows continuous substorm activity. TheAL index did not
recover near the zero level, so the number of substorms is
hard to determine. Both the M1 model and the M2 model
(with τ=5) give good estimates of theD∗

st behaviour and the
minimum value. The M2 model gives a better prediction for
the recovery phase than M1.

3.2.2 17–18 April 2001 (APR2001)

Figure 3 shows another intense magnetic storm that was
caused by a disturbed solar wind flow after a strong shock
observed at ACE on 18 April at 00:05 UT. TheDst minimum
was about the same as for AUG2000. The comparison of this
event to AUG2000 reveals many differences in the charac-
teristics of the solar wind driver and the storm evolution. At
the shock the solar wind speed rose from about 380 km/s to
500 km/s, and solar wind temperature, density, and the mag-
netic field magnitude had clear jumps. During several hours
after the shock, the IMF had irregular behaviour, fluctuating
from the south to the north. At the shock the dynamic pres-
sure increased from a few nPa above 10 nPa and remained
high for several hours. Figure 3c shows that the dayside mag-
netopause was strongly compressed during a 6-h period (i.e.
during high dynamic pressure), most of that time beyond the
geostationary orbit.

There was one longer interval of southward IMF from
about 02:00 to 04:00 UT on 18 April, with a minimum value
of −25 nT. The energy input was strong, up to 6×1012 W,
but irregular. The main phase of this storm lasted only 5 h.
D∗

st reached the minimum value−128 nT (Dst : −114 nT) on
18 April at 07:00 UT. Figure 2f shows that during the storm
main phase the symmetric part ofH was clearly larger than
the asymmetric part. The high-latitude response was stronger
than during AUG2000.Kp had 9-h period storm-time values
(6, 7+, 7−), with the maximum being 7+ on 18 April, 03:00–
06:00 UT. Note that during this 9-h period allKp values were
larger than the maximumKp for AUG2000. The level of the
AE activity was high, reaching 1800 nT.AL shows that four
substorms occurred during the main phase. The most intense
one (∼−1500 nT) took place before the start of theDst and
the SYMH decrease. For this event the M1 model gives a
rather good estimation of theDst .

3.2.3 13–14 July 2000 (JUL2000)

Last two events were not intense magnetic storms if deter-
mined byDst , but they were associated with strong high-
latitude activity. The first of these events is shown in Fig. 4.
A strong shock was observed at ACE on 13 July 2000 at
09:18 UT. Note that this event took place 2 days before the
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Fig. 2. Solar wind parameters and geomagnetic indices for a 30-h interval from 10 August, 10:00 UT–11 August, 16:00 UT, 2000 measured
by ACE. The panels from top to bottom show: IMFBz component(a), solar wind speed(b), dynamic pressure (blue line) with the estimated
subsolar magnetopause position from the Shue et al. (1998) model (green line). The vertical dashed line indicates the geosynchronous orbit
(c), theε-parameter(d), theD∗

st index (black solid line) and the modelledD∗
st indices: Open red circles give the prediction by O’Brien and
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(red line) and theASYH index (black line)(f), Kp (g) andAE andAL indices(h). The solid line indicates the start time of the magnetic
cloud.
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Fig. 3. Solar wind parameters and geomagnetic indices for a 30-h interval from 17 April, 18:00 UT–18 April, 24:00 UT, 2001 measured by
ACE. The panels from top to bottom are the same as in Fig. 2. The dashed line indicates the shock.

famous Bastille Day CME hit the magnetosphere (Lepping et
al., 2001). After the shock the magnetic field direction fluc-
tuated rapidly from the south to the north, with the minimum
Bz about−20 nT. At the shock dynamic pressure increased
above 20 nPa and remained high until about 17:00 UT on
13 June. From that time to about 02:00 UT on 14 June the
magnetic field had regular behaviour and the solar wind dy-
namic pressure decreased to a few nPa, suggesting that ACE
observed a CME ejecta. The subsolar magnetopause was sig-
nificantly compressed and fluctuated around the geostation-
ary orbit from 10:00 to 15:00 UT.

Theε-parameter shows that the energy injection was very
sporadic but strong, with peaks reaching 6×1012 W (i.e. val-
ues comparable with APR2001). There was also some en-
ergy input between 19:00–23:00 UT due to southward CME
ejecta fields, but the magnitude of the southward compo-
nent was only≤4 nT and theε-parameter was 5−9×1011 W.
During the sheath region passage, high-latitude activity was
strong.Kp had storm-time values (6−, 7, 6+) for a 9-h period
(09:00–18:00 UT) and at the same timeAE was enhanced
up to∼1100 nT. In total, were 6 substorms, but most of them
were only a few hundred nT. The most intense one was about
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Fig. 4. Solar wind parameters and geomagnetic indices for a 30-h interval from 13 July, 04:00 UT–14 July, 10:00 UT, 2000 measured by
ACE. The panels from top to bottom are the same as in Fig. 2. The dashed line indicates the shock and the solid line the arrival of the CME.

−700 nT. During the period of the strong high-latitude ac-
tivity, D∗

st andSYMH stayed around the quiet level. Large
positiveD∗

st values were observed during the pressure pulse
and most likely, the pressure correction (Eq. 1) used was not
enough to remove the effect of the magnetopause currents.
Several hours later, when high-latitude activity had already
weakened,D∗

st decreased to−45 nt at 20:02 UT on 13 June.
Despite the weakDst response this event fulfilled theKp-
criteria by Gosling et al. (1991) for a large storm . Both
models, especially the M2 model (withτ=3 h), predict aDst

depression during the sheath passage that is too large and
when the measuredDs t

∗ decreased, the models predict the
recovery ofD∗

st .
On the next day, 14 July 2000,Kp again had high values

(5− 7+ 7−) for a 9-h interval and theAE activity reached al-
most 2000 nT with no concurrent decrease inDst or SYMH .
This event was caused by a fluctuating magnetic field follow-
ing a shock seen by ACE on 14 July at 14:59 UT.Dst started
to decrease on 14 July at 21:00 UT and reached the minimum
value,−34 nT, on 15 July at 01:00 UT. We could not use this
event for further study, as both WIND and ACE lacked so-
lar wind measurements. However, magnetic field data show
that from 21:00 UT on 14 July whenDst started to decrease
to the time of theDst minimum at 01:00 UT on 15 July,Bz

(in GSM) had slightly northward values (2−6 nT). Thus, the
Dst models used would likely have failed to predict theDst

depression similar to the event shown in Fig. 4.

3.2.4 8–9 June 2000 (JUN2000)

The last event is shown in Fig. 5. ACE detected a strong
shock on 8 June 2000 at 08:41 UT. For about 8 h after the
shock the magnetic field direction fluctuated and the solar
wind dynamic pressure, was high. On 8 June starting at about
16:00 UT, ACE observed regular magnetic field behaviour
and decreasing dynamic pressure indicating the presence of a

CME ejecta. During the sheath region (∼09:00–16:00 UT),
the magnetopause was compressed beyond the geostation-
ary orbit. Theε-parameter shows again strong but irregular
energy input. TheAE andKp indices were most strongly
enhanced during the sheath region passage. TheAE maxi-
mum was about 1900 nT and before the start of theDst and
SYMH decrease three substorms took place. During the
main phase there were two substorms.Kp had storm-time
values of 15 h and a maximum value of 7, 12:00–15:00 UT
on 8 June.D∗

st started to decrease after 16:00 UT about the
time of the arrival of the CME ejecta. TheD∗

st minimum was
–90 nT on 8 June at 20:00 UT. The M1 model predicts some-
what lowerD∗

st than the measured during the strong high-
latitude activity. When the measuredD∗

st decreased by al-
most 100 nT to its minimum value the model predicts only
about a 30 nT decrease. The M2 model (withτ=3 h) pre-
dicts correctly the depth of theD∗

st minimum, but too early.

4 Discussion

During the six year period (1997–2002, 53 intense
(Dst<−100 nT) magnetic storms occurred for which we
could identify the solar wind cause. We found that post-
shock streams and sheath regions were the most important
storm drivers, causing nearly half (45%) of the storms. The
importance of post-shock streams and sheath regions was in-
creased when the limit of theDst depression was increased.
Tsurutani et al. (1988) showed, based on 10 magnetic storms
that sheath regions alone can drive intense magnetic storms.
Note that we defined the cause of a storm as the solar wind
structure that led to 85% of theDst minimum of that par-
ticular storm. Defining the cause as the structure that led
Dst to cross our storm limits (−100,−150 or−200 nT, see
Fig. 1) would have increased the importance of shocks and
sheath regions as storm drivers. The period of our study
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Fig. 5. Solar wind parameters and geomagnetic indices for a 30-h interval from 8 June, 04:00 UT–9 June, 10:00 UT, 2000 measured by ACE.
The panels from top to bottom are the same as in Fig. 2. The dashed and solid lines are the same as in Fig. 4.

covers rising, maximum and early declining phases of so-
lar cycle 23. Thus, during most of the period the CME ac-
tivity was high. According to the WIND magnetic cloud
list at http://lepmfi.gsfc.nasa.gov/mfi/magcloud pub1.html
60 magnetic clouds were identified during the years 1997–
2002. This means that about one-fourth of magnetic clouds
that hit the Earth caused an intense magnetic storm. The
total number of shocks observed at 1 AU during the pe-
riod of our study was much larger than the number of mag-
netic clouds. According to the ACE shock list at http://
www.bartol.udel.edu/∼chuck/ace/ACElists/obslist.html, ap-
proximately 200 shocks (only clear cases included) were ob-
served during 1997–2002. Thus, about one-tenth of post-
shock streams and sheath regions caused an intense magnetic
storm. Although southward sheath region fields led to the
Dst minimum in such a large fraction of intense storms, the
following magnetic cloud having southward fields are im-
portant in the sense thatDst recovers slowly, i.e. magnetic
cloud fields do not necessarily cause further enhancement of
Dst but can keepDst low for a long time. Besides, storms
caused by magnetic cloud fields usually have more gradual
Dst decrease (i.e. longer main phases) than storms caused by
post-shock streams and sheath regions.

Let us consider characteristics and differences of magnetic
cloud and sheath region/post-shock stream driven magnetic
storms. In Fig. 2 (AUG2000) we presented an intense mag-
netic storm driven by a magnetic cloud. Typical for mag-
netic clouds are small variations in solar wind parameters,
for example, smoothly changing IMFBz and low dynamic
pressure. For the comparison in Fig. 3 we showed an intense
magnetic storm driven by a post-shock stream (APR2001).
Events JUL2000 and JUN2000 presented in Figs. 4 and 5
were caused by sheath region fields, but had a weakerDst

response. Sheath regions and post-shock streams are asso-
ciated with irregular behaviour of solar wind variables: the
magnetic field direction is highly variable and the dynamic

pressure is high with large variations in its magnitude. The
draping of magnetic field lines and the compression of so-
lar wind plasma ahead of a CME ejecta lead to large IMF
magnitudes and intense southwardBz events.

Because of low dynamic pressure the subsolar magne-
topause is not significantly compressed during the magnetic
cloud passage. A passage of a sheath region or a post-
shock stream causes significant magnetopause compression,
as seen from Figs. 3c–5c. The subsolar magnetopause was
compressed several hours beyond the geostationary orbit,
and there were large-scale fluctuations in its position. When
the magnetopause is strongly compressed the losses of par-
ticles drifting to the dayside magnetosphere are enhanced,
which in turn may partly keepDst from developing (Kozyra
et al., 2002). On the other hand high dynamic pressure may
enhance the ring current injection (Fenrich and Luhmann,
1998).

The energy input to the magnetosphere is steady and con-
tinues for a long time during magnetic clouds because of the
smooth rotation of the magnetic field direction. Thus, mag-
netic clouds cause periods of steady convection. On the con-
trary, during the passage of sheath regions and post-shock
streams the energy input is usually irregular, but intense. The
larger the convection electric field the closer is the separatrix
between the open and closed drift trajectories to the Earth
(e.g. Kamide et al., 1997). In our study the peak value of
the southwardBz during the solar wind driver for intense
storms was larger for post-shock streams and sheath regions
than for magnetic clouds (29 nT and 21 nT with standard de-
viations 13 nT and 12 nT). Thus, generally during post-shock
streams and sheath regions particles on open trajectories drift
closer to the Earth than during magnetic clouds. The effects
of the fluctuating convection electric field are twofold: on
the one hand, although the energy input is strong, if the pe-
riods of enhanced convection are very short in duration (like
for JUL2000 and JUN2000), particles are not transported to
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the ring current region. Such a large fraction of post-shock
streams and sheath regions cannot drive intenseDst , storms
since the magnetic field direction fluctuates too rapidly. On
the other hand, when the duration of the injection peaks are
longer (like for APR2001), post-shock streams and sheath re-
gions seem to efficiently drive intenseDst storms. The weak-
ening of the convection electric field is necessary for trapping
particles from open trajectories to closed trajectories (e.g.
Gonzalez et al., 1994; Kamide et al., 1997). Kamide et al.
(1997) discussed that fluctuations in convection can enhance
the ring current increase compared to the steady convection
of the same average magnitude when the storm length ex-
ceeds 3 h.

It has been demonstrated (Kamide et al., 1997; Kozyra et
al., 2002) that the nightside plasma sheet source population
changes have a great importance in the ring current evolu-
tion. Presumably, strong high-latitude activity and solar wind
pressure pulses during the sheath region or post-shock stream
passage cause an enhanced outflow of O+ ions, as both the
high AE activity and high solar wind dynamic pressure are
shown to correlate with O+ energy density in the near-Earth
magnetotail (Daglis et al., 1994). Furthermore, high densities
typical for sheath regions and post-shock streams may lead
to a “super-dense” plasma sheet, that if swept from nightside
to dayside, will lead to an extra decrease inDst (Borovsky
et al., 1997). Thus, sheath regions and post-shock streams
provide a rich particle source population in the near-Earth
plasma sheet. When these particles are injected into the inner
magnetosphere,Dst decreases. During the magnetic cloud
passage, the plasma sheet particle population decreases and
although the convection remains high,Dst recovers during
the magnetic cloud because less particles from the plasma
sheet are injected into the inner magnetosphere. For exam-
ple, sheath region fields caused the intense magnetic storm on
6–7 November 2000, although the following magnetic cloud
had southward fields at the leading edge and more intense
southward IMF values than the sheath region. Liemohn et al.
(2001) presented similar events simulating the near-Earth ion
distribution with a kinetic transport model.

The evolution of magnetic indices for intense storms
AUG2000 and APR2001 was very different, which reflects
differences in the response of magnetospheric current sys-
tems. For AUG2000Dst decreased gradually, in 10 h, to the
minimum value, whereas for APR2001 the main phase lasted
only 5 h. For AUG2000 the symmetric part ofH was larger
than the asymmetric part ofH during the whole storm period.
During the main phase of the APR2001 storm, the asymmet-
ric part ofH dominated the symmetric part andASYH had
large variations. Also, for the JUL2000 and JUN2000 events
ASYH had large values during high-latitude activity. For
all events peaks inASYH were associated with highAE

activity. We suggest that a substorm related partial ring cur-
rent flowing around the dusk side of the Earth caused these
ASYH peaks. Iyemori (1990) discussed the morphology of
such a current system as inferred from the mid-latitude asym-
metric fields. Partly, largeASY values for sheath regions and
post-shock streams can result from periods of intense convec-

tion when particles drift close to the Earth and disappear on
the dayside magnetopause. A further interpretation would re-
quire a closer investigation of the magnetic recordings from
magnetometer stations that have been used to deriveASYH

and SYMH indices for each event. APR2001 had higher
level Kp andAE activity, whileDst minima were about the
same. Kp values for APR2001 were larger than the maxi-
mum Kp for AUG2000. During the passage of a magnetic
cloud for AUG2000 theAE activity was continuous. The lo-
cal IMAGE magnetometers in the midnight sector indicated
very complicated current structures (data not shown). Our re-
cent studies (Huttunen et al., 2002c; Pulkkinen et al., 2002)
have shown that the auroral activity during magnetic storms
can be very variable, sometimes exhibiting clear substorm-
like processes and sometimes not.

Events JUL2000 and JUN2000 were associated with
strong high-latitude activity, comparable to the APR2001 in-
tense storm. For both eventsKp andAE were strongly en-
hanced without concurrent decrease inSYMH or Dst . The
most intense high-latitude activity had weakened whenDst

andSYMH started to decrease. For the JUL2000 eventAE

reached 1100 nT and for the JUN2000 event, almost 2000 nT.
Both events were large storms according to theKp criteria by
Gosling et al. (1991), but JUL2000 was only a minor mag-
netic storm if determined byDst .

For AUG2000 both the M1 and M2 models predicted well
theD∗

st behaviour and the minimum value ofD∗
st . The prob-

lems of the M1 and M2 models in predictingD∗
st variations

for JUL2000 and JUN2000 are probably due to large and
rapid variation of the magnetic field direction. It seems that
these high frequencies are filtered out in the magnetosphere.
The pressure correction ofDst given by Eq. (1) may not be
adequate to remove the effect of the magnetopause current
systems. Furthermore, the sheath regions and post-shock
streams may cause strong preconditioning of the nightside
plasma sheet. The injection of these particles to the ring cur-
rent region can cause the unpredicted intensification ofD∗

st .

5 Conclusions

In this study we have shown that post-shock streams and
sheath regions caused the largest fraction of intense magnetic
storms (Dst<−100 nT) during 1997–2000. The evolution of
a storm caused by a magnetic cloud has many differences
when compared to a storm caused by a post-shock stream or
by a sheath region. Post-shock streams and sheath regions
are associated with irregular behaviour of solar wind vari-
ables and high dynamic pressure. These features result in
strong and variable convection strength (essential for trap-
ping ring current particles), preconditioning of the nightside
plasma sheet source population and strong high-latitude ac-
tivity. Due to high dynamic pressure the subsolar magne-
topause is compressed at times beyond the geostationary or-
bit. Probably the compressed and dynamic state of the mag-
netosphere also increases the geoeffectivity of these struc-
tures.
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Our study demonstrates that, on the other hand, sheath re-
gions and post-shock streams may cause relatively intense
and long-time disturbances at the high-latitude magneto-
sphere, while they have little or no effect at the low-latitude
magnetosphere (i.e. decrease ofDst or SYMH ). These kind
of events would be classified as large magnetic storms if
the Kp index only were used as a storm indicator. For the
events presented here high-latitude activity was not followed
by low-latitude activity until several hours later. Thus, hav-
ing a global idea of the magnetospheric effects using differ-
ent magnetic indices is necessary. It was shown that the mag-
netic activity generated by post-shock streams and sheath
regions is more difficult to model probably due to more ir-
regular solar wind conditions and the preconditioning of the
nightside plasma sheet source population. To distinguish the
general trend in the characteristic of magnetospheric activity
generated by different solar wind drivers is helpful for space
weather forecasting and for better understanding of magne-
tospheric dynamics.
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